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O przebiegu realizacji konkursu, będziemy Cię informować na bieżąco na stronie www.jersz.pl.Dołącz do społeczności Łowców
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Życząc sukcesów, serdecznie Cię zapraszamy do testu konkursowego ENGLISH ACE 2013!
Komitet Organizacyjny Konkursu

Piranhas
Scientists in the UK have announced that the piranha fish's reputation 1)…….. a fearsome killers may well not
be deserved. The fish, which is 2)…………….. in the Amazon in Brazil, have been portrayed as
deadly 3)……………… that work in shoals to overwhelm their prey and strip it of its flesh in seconds.
However, experts from St Andrews University 4)…………… that piranhas are omnivores that mainly eat fish,
plants and insects. They form big groups not to hunt but to defend themselves against other predators,
according to the team.
"Previously it was thought piranhas shoaled as it enabled them to form a cooperative hunting group," said
Professor Anne Magurran. "However, we have found that it is primarily a 5)………….. behaviour."
Piranhas can be attacked 6)……………… animals like dolphins, caimans and large fish, so forming a shoal is a
good way of avoiding being killed. Piranhas of reproductive age stay in the middle of the group
for protection and the size of the shoal differs according 7)…………….. the level of risk. When the water level is
high, the fish form small groups as there is space to escape, but when the water level 8)……………., they form
large groups as protection against predators.
Text taken from: http://www.usingenglish.com
1. A) like
B) such
C) as
D) as if
2. A) observed

B) found

C) lived

D) presented

3. A) carnivores

B) herbivores

C) predators

D) offsprings

4. A) say

B) reject

C) claim

D) imply

5. A) offensive

B) defensive

C) defensing

D) fake

6. A) like

B) with

C) by

D) of

7. A) by

B) of

C) of

D) to

8. A) lowers

B) drops

C) declines

D) decreases

9. - ………………….. – No, she has a job in a city.
A) Does she travel to the village ?
B) Does she commute to work ?
C) Does she work in the countryside ?
D) Doesn’t she work in a city ?
10. Don’t turn off the TV! I ……………….. it.
A) ‘m watching
B) watch

C) am watching

11. They spoke Portuguese, not Spanish. = …..
A) They’d rather speak Portuguese than Spanish.
C) They don’t speak Spanish.

D) watched

B) They didn’t speak Spanish.
D) They speak Portuguese and Spanish.

12. That’s a machine ……………. makes candies.
A) that
B) what
C) which

D) to

13. Just as I …………….. the house the postman …………….. and ……………… me a telegram.
A) left/arrived/brought
B) was leaving/arrived/brought
C) was coming out of /came in/ handed
D) have left/was arriving/bring
14. When you come back home tonight everyone else ………… to bed, so please try not to make much noise.
A) went
B) will go
C) will have gone
D) would have gone
15. It’s certain they will win the main prize. = …..
A) We don’t know whether they will be winners or not.
C) Nobody doubts that they will win the main prize.

B) They are bound to win the main prize.
D) It’s sure that they will win the main prize.

16. Stephen grew up in a foster family. = Stephen ……………………… a foster family.
A) was brought up by B) was raised
C) comes from
D) rejected
17. ………… they sell more tickets, the concert will be cancelled.
A) Until
B) If
C) Unless

D) When

18. What a shame she couldn’t see out performance! I wish she ………… to attend it.
A) was able
B) had been able
C) could have been able
D) has the possibility
19. I’d rather avoid ………… to him about this problem. I want to wait.
A) talking
B) telling
C) being positioned to talk

D) speaking

20. ……………. it rained, they ………….. cancelled the match.
A) Despite/didn’t
B) Although/won’t C) Even if/wouldn’t have

D) Although/didn’t

21. The first part of the story was amazing. I can’t wait to see the …………. but it will only be released next
autumn.
A) subtitles
B) prequel
C) sequel
D) blockbuster
22. The plural form of a goose is:
A) gooses
B) gose

C) goosis

D) geese

23. Which words/expressions collocate with the word time ?
A) just in
B) it’s about
C) run out of

D) kill

24. Which suffix(es) below suggest(s) possibility ?
A) – ive
B) – ness
C) – ible

D) – able

25. Guy Fawkes was famous for :
A) an attempt to blow up the House of Parliament
B) assassinating president Abraham Lincoln
C) building one of the first settlements in the North America
D) leading the Colonies towards independence from Great Britain
26. The stripes on American flag are the symbol of:
A) the number of the states
B) first colonies
C) the number of presidents
D) the number of ships that first reached the shores of North America with Columbus
27. Who of the actors/actresses below is/are British ?
A) Rowan Atkinson B) Nicole Kidman
C) Keira Knightely

D) Ethan Hawke

28. Stephen King is the author of :
A) The Pet Cemetery B) The Green Mile

D) Salem’s Lot

PARTNERZY

C) The Catcher in the Rye

PATRONI
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